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Resear,_-h nd deve,,e t cf lectrical s Utclases : clectrother-.-Ll thrusters, plasra

thrusters ( E ) of rtica -ly ..l 3-~; es k:.,,;n electromagnetic thrusters and electrostatic

nowadays were made in USC. Muh attenticn w Tr h iStinctiv fe tr of th

paid to electrostatic thrustr. ( with surface - trothral thrusters is heath c or ,rking

and volume ionizLaion, colloid thrusters); to 311u by electric eneryy and acceleration of one

thrusters with closed ei ctrons drift ( Hall in dyi..i;cal nc-le. Anong the ulcI:!:ruthlr::Al

thrusters ), presentfe by two varieti s: so-calle thrusters two their types .ere investigated more

thruster with anode .er t ia d stationary detaily, namely: tlectric heating thrust-r

plhusu thrusters ( T ); to hea, - current pir. : Fig. 1 ) and electric arc thrusters. In the

rgnetoplasmodynamic) thaustrs: butt-ended Hall forrnr of those two tTpes heating of wn'::-:j rsinm

thruster, butt-ended heavy - current thruster and 3r= provied in a charrber wit}h a r-eciel electric

pulse plasma thruster ( PPT ); to electrothermal ht-r 3nd inC the latter such result is mae

thrusters: electroheating - EHT and arc-iet - AJT. with it passing through conbustion zone of electric

The characteristics of mentio.nd thrusters arc.
development stage is given.
Up to now the highest progress 1i achieved in

development of stationary plasna 2 3
thrusters, which are systematically used in the

orbit correction system of soviet artificial Earch
satellites of "Meteor" type since 1972 and others.
Therefore schemes ard achieved parameters of these i

thrusters and propulsion system ( PS ) prototype:s
on their base and results of their ground
optimization, flight tests and exploitation are

presented in the paper in more detail. Possibilities

of such PS specific paramaters increase and of

application areas expanding are studied. In

particular, the possibility of PS with SPT creation
in nearest years is shown. These PS are 2capable to

operate with power level from 1 * 10 W to some
hundred kW and are of great interests for

perspective missions.
Fig.l. Diagram of EHT: 1- thernocouple,

Introduction. 2- porous electric heater,
3- insulator,

Considerable attention was given to 4- nozzle.
development and investigation of electric The electric hpeatinq thrusters can be used
propulsion system; ( EPS ) in the 'JSSR. Sc in 'th effectively f:r decision of the tasks of orbit.
sixties all practically knc. i t' present tine type- correction and sattelite orientation'. For
of EPS have been investigated. Many of them have example, it will be possible to achieve following
gone through space tests. The results of these char,.cteristics, when amronia is used:
works have led to creation of a series of - Comparatively high thrust effectiveness, which
propulsion systems and plasma sources, which can Ye enables to get energetical price of thrust
used in state - of - the - art space tchnslT' - - - 3 kW/N ( C = 'i/F, whre N - power needs
In this article general descrip tiocn of -

development works on creatl',n ,f --- l give - or achievement of thrust F ) and the exhaust

Besides there is more detailed consideration velocity v = 3000 m/s.

of structures and characteriztics of - Brief time of thruster preparation to operation

propulsion systems on base of the SPT, which have ( 10 - 15 s ).

the largest _rogress in development and practical - Possibility of thrust control within sufficiently
Sempoide rr ang. Scifically, ::. o" the last electric

employent. . heating thrusters el..w. '; change thrust from

l.Electric Zro2ulsion thruster- tyTes and 0,05 N to 0,3 N.
.- - Possibility to ensure sufficiently greater life-

state of their develup.ent. tire of the thruster (~1000 h ). This inference has
-.- - - been corroborated by ground lifetime tests of one

Class of EPS can be devided into three specimen during 960 h, after which the thruster has
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remained in operating state. propellant in the form of grain insulating
- Possibility of single thrut pulses control material placud between electrode.s .,s teste I:
within wide range. So mini m dur-tion of one the 9rientation system of the spaccraft "Zond-2" in
switching- on equals ~1 s. During experimental 1964 . Since developments of the pulse plasma
operation of the electric heating thruster quantity thrusters of various arrangements have included a
of switchings on has achieved 2 * 10 . Besides great enough amount of investigations and tests. By
the electric heating thrusters can operate the present there are developments of the pulse
effectively on products of dcmestic garbage plasma thrusters both with "thermal" andgasification. electromagnetic mechanisms of acceleration. Beside:Allowing all above - mentioned the propulsion the former of two thrusters gives possibility to
system on base the electric heating thrusters have obtain the thrust -1*10 N and the thrust
been created and tested successfully on satellites efficiency r =0.10-0.1 5 

at the exhaust velocities
of type "Meteor - Priroda", "Resurs - O". To 3
present they have been included as components of v=(6-10)*10 m/s and the average power up to some
standard systems of the satellites above-rmntioned hundreds W. The pulse plasma thrusters are specified
types. Thus works on the electric heating thrusters by simplicity of arrangement and design, simplicity
developed successfully in the USSR. and wide range of thrust control by mean of

At present works on the electric arc thrusters variation of frequency of pulse runnip, small
are kept idle owing to the following reasons: value of the single thrust pulse (1 ~1*10 Ns).Such
first, complexity to ensure sufficiently great life thrusters can be used effectively in the high
time of the electric arc thrusters; secondly, accuracy orientation sstem of small spacecraft or
successful operation of the stationary plasma platforms on great spacecraft. Besides the plasma
thrusters ( See below ) within specific pulse range sources on base of the pulse plasma thrusters are
of 1000 - 2000 s, which is advantageous for the used widely at realization of active space
electric arc thrusters. 1

The following plasma electromagnetic thrusters experiments.
have been investigated and developed: so - called
the butt - ended Hall's thrusters with external 3 4 2 /
magnetic field ( Fig. 2 ), the butt - ended heavy -
current thrusters with "own" magnetic field, the
pulse plasma thrusters and the thrusters with 5
closed drift of electrons. Some results of the
investigations of the butt - ended Hall's thrusters
and the butt - ended heavy - current thrusters have

been considered in the special report on the
conference . Therefore there is possibility Lu
confine only following information: these thrusters
give possibility to obtain satisfactory thrust
effectiveness (thrust efficiency 7t

= 
0.4-0.6) only

4 Fig.3. Diagram of pulse plasma thruster:at sufficiently great exhaust velocities (-5*10 m/s 1- dielectric propellant,
and more) and power level N~100kW and higher. But 2- outside electrode,
as it is known application of plants with such power 3- inside electrode,
does not come up expection as yet. Therefore works 4- insulator,
with the butt-ended Hall's thrusters and the butt 5- igniter.
-ended heavy-current thrusters had kept idle and
are limited mainly by tests of plasma sources on the The most progress has been achieved at thebase of these thrusters and investigations. development of stationary plsma thrusters (SPT)

with closed electrons drift .It should be noted,
that in the USSR two varieties of such thrusters
were created: the SPT (Fig.4) and so-called thrus-
ters with anode layer (TAL);the present both types
these thrusters possess about equal effectiveness.
The former has been developed under leadersdhip

I of professor Morozov A.I. and the latter has
been developed under leadership of Zharinov A.V..

2

2 In both cases acceleration takes place in the layer
of plasma created by electric discharge, which
burns at crossing of electric and magnetic fields.

8 Owing to magnetization of electrons in the
acceleration channel it is possible to create the

j 3 electric field E, which acts on every Ion with the
force F =q E, where q is ion charge.

The classical SPT differs from the classical

4 TAL by series of signs (Fi 35), which are defined
by the following conditions

For the SPT:

Lch ch o ch-b o
Fig.2. Diagram of heavy-current Hall's thruster: - 1 b 1, b =

1- anode, bch B - ' bch b
2- cathode, For the TAL:
3- insulator, L b b -b
4- coil of magnetization. ch ch o ch o

b < 1i < 1i, < 1  ~ 1i,
The pulse plasma thrusters (Fig. 3) are ch B ch o

developed by more quick race. Specifically the
simplest of these thrusters with the resource of Where: bch and b -accordingly
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channel width and beam width relatively great length of acceleration channel
in the zone of acceleration (L /b 1) and essential change of induction
Lh and LB -accordingly length ch ch

- within its boundary, a direct contact of accelerated
of acceleration channel and flow with vnlls of the channel.
characteristic extent of zone Both of thrusters possess their merits and
with high enough values of defects and, as already have been noted, they
induction. have close and sufficiently high effectiveness. But

owing to series of reasons, development and usage
ot the SPT essentialy overtake corresponding works

3 on other types of thrusters.
It is possible to call as one of genire

r-a3sonsof this phenomena earlier for the SPT
than for other thrusters, achievement of acceptable
thrust efficiency (17t) in the most interesting

(Fig.6) for the present stage of development of
space technology range of propellant exhaust
velocity V and accordingly realization of minimum
values of energetical price of thrust:

C = V/20t (3)

This achievement have been decisive
6 advantage of the SPT on account of insufficiently

high power to weight ratio of modern and promising
spacecrafts. Thus the modern SPT enable to obtain
the values Ct=14-18 kW/N at V=(1.5-2.0)*10 m/s, that

is not achieved for the most of other types of
electric thrusters. At the same time the series of
spacecrafts has necessary energetic resources for
enruring of operation of EPS with the SPT. Situation
is simplified because the correction and orientation
system of spacecraft must operate only during a
small part of hole active flight time.

xW

GI -725

/

Fig.4. Constructive diagram of SPT: 08 - 20
1- poles of magnet, --
2- magnetic circuit,
3- coil, s06 _ 1 \ / _ 15
4- discharge chamber,
5- anode, ,

P 
T A L '4 /I

A I 4 2 'S-' 3 A _ 5 0.

I-- A 2 3 4 5

Fig.6. Performances of modern SPT.

8, 9 - It should be added to above- mentioned, that
the SPT has a comparatively simple diagram and
design (see Fig.4), high reliability, works
efficiently on inert gas, that simplifies decision
of problem of its compatibility with the other

, /: systems of spacecraft. All these factors in
S< combination with active and purposeful work

S---,- of series of scientific and production groups of the
Scountry explain the successes, which are achieved

in development and practical usage of the EPS with
Fig.5. Diagrams of parameters distribution in the 

a n d p a c t i ca l s a g e o f t h e  w i t h

1SPT and TAL: By the present time the second generation of1- discharge chamber, the SPT has been created and about 60 of them have
3- antode, been used in soviet satellites, as well as laboratory
3- anode, and experimental models of SPT with output

Sparameters, values of which are exceeded a wide range
(The the cas al TLFig.7). Th re are reserves for further rise ofTherefore the classical TAL has in principle effectiveness .

shorter acceleration channels with weak change of e-mention item of information defne
magnetic induction in it (L /,<1) and walls - mentioned items of informtion define

gnetic induction in it (Lch ) and ll possibility of significant expansion of application
distant from plasma in the zone of acceleration, fields of the SPT.
On the contrary SPT has characteristic features:
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1- thrust'-r,
5 2- cathode,

' o 3- ignitor electrode,
4- matching device,
5- start unit,

S, 6- gas distribution unit,
S7- valve,

Ui'/-IV o00 450 600 7J0 3-9- commtation units,
10- unit of regulation,

-900 ]1- logical block,
05 7 12- control unit,

- 13- propellant,
14- power supply,

-- 15- information.

O 200 46 600 p1 y0-7, N.S As a rule, two cathodes are introduced

in composition of the TM (basic and reserve
cathodes) with the common discharge firing -, tem
for them (between the ignitor electrode ;2 nd

Fig.7. Characteristics of parametrical series properly the cathode), as the cathode is one of
of SPT modules ( M - 100: discharge the most power stressed assemblies.

chamber diameter 100 mm for module The matching units 4 are mounted in the
of stationary plasma thruster). electric power supply circuit of module. The

parameters of the units are defined by the specific

In the USSR the following thrusters of features of dynamic processes in the SFT. Metering
electrostatic ones were developed: ion thrusters of propellant fluxes came into accelerator and the
with surface ionization, ion thrusters with cathode are distributed by the unit 6. Tle units of
volume ionization of varied arrangements, colloid regulator of flow rate 10 secures yeneration of
thrusters. control action on the executor of the unit of gas

The most essential results of these works have distribution at a deviation of the discharge circuit

been presented in the special report on the parameters from the norm. The unit 12 of control

conference .Therefore it should be noted only, over magnetic field in the thruster may be used for

that these developments gave the results, which are support of parameters of magnetic soytem on the

comparable with the results of best foreign optimum level. Electrical circuits and feed paths
developments. are switched at start of the thruster. In this case

the start units initiate a discharge in the basis
circuit of the thruster by means creation of plasma

2. Electric propulsion systems on the base of between the ignitor electrode and cathode......- -. The units for assignment of logic of starting,

stationary plasma thrusters. switching, protection and control of parameters of
thruster module are mounted in the logical block 21
The propellant feed of thruster module is possible

Even in the simplest case the EPS with from two independent manifolds.

one or two thruster modules is a sufficiently The propellant feed subsystem (Fig.7) is the

complex system in which transmission and conversion second one of the EPS which defines the specific

flows of energy, mass and information are realized, features of the EPS.

Therefore practically it is possible in any EPS to
select the electrical power subsystem, the

propellant-feed subsystem, the control subsystem
and the thruster modules. Besides the EPS can .3 35 -I
contain subsystems for coordination thermal, - -
electrical and electromagnetic interaction between / /  4 -- 4
units of the EPS and interaction of these units
with elements of design of spacecraft. 12- 5 5 5 ~5

To the most extent specific features of
structure of the EPS are defined, naturally, by the /4 _ 7 1
structural diagram of the thrust modules (TM). The
accelerator 1 and cathode 2 (Fig.6) are basis-
structural elements of the TM. -

'6 2- feed subsystem,

2a- storage subsystem
1- the first and the second channels of

propellant-feed lines,
0( 2- feed subsystem,

2a- storage subsystem,
is 3- units of propellant-feed system,

4- low pressure sensors,

Fig.8. Structural diagram of thruster module: 5- starting valves,
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6- safety valves, t-!o ES. Thus the task: .f stablization c; the
7- pressure regulators, point of standing of the geostationary sattelite
8- electrical valves, can be carried cut by periodical switching on the
9- heavy pressure v'ilves, EPS. In this case realistic way of mass decrease
10- tanks, will be reduction of the PSU specific mass y
11- chcck of feed system, P
12- low pressure control, by the way introduction of electrical accumulator

14- control of feed subsystem, as a component of the PZU and organization of

15- control of storage subsystem, following regular regime of operation of the ES:

16- propellant feeding. electric power accumulation in a period t and
subsequent operation session T.

The fundamental peculiarities Naturally the EPS mass depends on

of this subsystem are defined in the first place by mass-power characteristics used during the period
the type of a propellant (xenon), in the second of development of completing item for the EPS. For
place by the low level of consumption of the example, in the second space EPS (KDY-2) used
propellant (1.0-50 mg/j) and in the third place by standard rocket tanks, that did not allow to get
high require.rents to reliability because of great minimum values of storage coefficient of propellant
operational time. As the first two factors are considering xenon specific features. As a result
essential on the whole for development of structural the EPS KDY-2 had the coefficient Kt=Mt/M - 0.5
elements, action of the third factor finds the P
reflection first of all in structural diagram. (wore M- tank mass, M - propellant mass). Besides,

So, the propellant-feed subsystem of the EPS (see standard gas fittings and sets with essentialy
Fig.7) was nmde in the form of two identical unit 3 exaggerated possibilities and corresponding
of the prupellant storage and feed systems. Between masses were used in the EPS KDY-2. Therefore
those units there is cross-commutation, which (Fig.10) the value of effective specific inpulse
secure propellant feeding from every units by every I for this EPS was only - 1000 m/s (Ief= I /M,
of feed channel to the thruster modules. 

e ff e f
Control and checking of the parameters of the were I- total thrust pulse, M- EPS initial mass).

propellant storage and feed system are carried out The undertaken measures for development of a new
by the control subsystem of EPS in the whole. base of elements improvement of EPS construction

The typical EPS with the SFT consists of three gave possibility to increase I to 2000 m/s
structural modules: two propulsion modules (PM) and eff
the power conditioning unit (PCU). already at development following the EPS (KDY-3).At

The PM includes properly thruster modules as present these works are carred in following

well the sets and assemblies of the propellant feed directions:

and storage systems. The structural and functional - Achievement of optimum values of storage

arrangements both propulsion modules are identical coefficients of propellant (0.15-0.2 instead of 0.5

practically and give possibility to use the full- for KDY-2) by means making the possibility to use

store of propellant in both PM through any of TM. high pressure tanks (already produced by the

The PM as usual are placed outside the industry and once again developed for pressure

hermetically sealed container of the satellite, the 120*10 Pa) for storage of propellant at pressures,

PCU is placed inside or outside that container. PCU which are optimum for prescribed upper boundary of

and the PM are connected with each other by cables; temperature interval of operation +50 C (Zone I

joining of internal and external spaceborn cables Fig.10).

was carried out by hermetical cable connectors.
On the basis of introduced typical structural

diagram it is possible to carry out the comparative
analysis of the EPS characteristics,which is one of ,
fundamental methods of designing. The final aim of 11
this method is determination of 8 --
composition and constructive perfomance of the -

propulsion system, which satisfies requirements 60
of development engineers in the best way. ,0-- 0
Practically this method means minimization of
propulsion system mass under condition of limits, 400 40

inhered both in spacecraft and the concrete type
of the propulsion system. 

w o  
,

For the comparative analysis of the EPS it is
possible to use the mass-power model, corresponding
to the typical structural diagram and reflecting 0 o o 3 s so x AN.s

essential features of the EPS as a system. The
liquid propulsion system (LPS) on base of liquid
Propulsion thruster (LPTS) can be used for Fig.10. Main ways of increase of effective

comparison as a basis one. The analysis shows: th.en specific Impulse of EPS of KDY-2 type:

mass of the solar batteries even is included in .mas I- increase of propellant density,

of the EPS and its specific impulse is-16000m/s, the II- increase of specific impulse Isp
EPS will become competable one with LPS at required III- weight optimization,
time of EPS operation T-1000h. Therefore making of IV- lifetime limit of thruster.
the SPT with such parameters is the task, which can
be decided practically.If solar batteries are used - Increase specific impulses of thruster up to
on the whole for electric power supply of fundamen- 16000-18000 m/s by raising of operation voltage
tal system of the satellite and their mass is not from 160-180 V up to ~300 V (See Zone II, Fig.10).
included in mass of the EPS, advantages of this At present such regimes of operations of the SPT
system will be shown at cosiderably lower values of already were realized at comparatively low
time T. energetical price of thrust (about 16 W/rN).

Mass of the EPS is reduced if its possible to use - Optimization of design on the basic structural
a spaceborn low electric power supply unit (PSU) elements of the EPS (See Zone III, Fig.10).As a
for accumulation of energy and following use in result of this measure as well as decrease of
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propellant subsystem elements mass by development V.. tate of d Plasm thrusters
of small sized solenoid-operated valves, feed units Tin tigio V.B. State of End Plas thrusters
with mechanical pressure reduction the propellant investigation and development. Paper No IEPC91-077.

7. Grodzbvsky G.L. Application of plasmastorage can be increased not less, than additional accelerator in gasdynamics-from book: Plasma
tanks will be unted accelerator ( Editor L.A. Artsimovich ), Moscow:
defined by lifetim of thrusters. For th first EPS Publishing house "Mashinostrocnie", 1973, pp.25-41.

th e value of total pulse was about 2*10r Ns on one 3. Morozov A.I.,Bugrova A.I., Kim V., Maslennikovthe value of total pulse was about 2*10 Ns on one N.A.. Phisical procosses and characteristics of
thruster. Therefore the values of effective specific tationary plasma thrusters with closed drift of
impulse I for a modern EPS can be brousht t stationary plasma thrusters with closed drift ofimpulse Ieff for a modern _S can be brouqt up to electrons. Paper No IEPC - 91-079.
5000m/s. At present the thrusters with considerably 9. Grishin S.D., Erofeev V.S., Zharinov A.V.,
greater total thrust pulse were made. The above- Accelerator with closed Hall's culrrent-from book:
mentioned gives possibility to conclude, that on Pl.Asm accelerators. Moscow; Publishing house
the base of achieved at present level of development "Mabhlnostroeiile", 1973, pp. 54 - 61.
of space power systems it is possible to expand 10. Erofeev V.S., Leskov L.V. Hall plas~
already the field of effective usage of the EPS accelerator with anode layer.-from book: Physics
on the base of SPT in satellites of various and applications of plasma accelerators. Minsk,
purposes. publishing house "Nauka i tehnika", 1974, pp.18-47

The EPS, which were made already, 11. C(rkusha V.I., Leskov L.V., Zyapin E.A., Plasma
satisfy main requirenents to the orbit acclerator with anode layer -from book: Plasra
correction of the weather satellites and ones accelerator and ion injectors. Moscow, publishing
used for research of natural resources. They house, "Nauka", 1984, pp. 129-139.
are used also for bringing and stabilization of 12. Lyapin E.A., Semenkin A.V. Modern state of
standing point of geostationary satellites in the investiglations of accelerator with anode
direction East-West and can be used effectively layer -from book: Ion injectors and plasma
also in the correction systems of geostationary accelerators. Moscow, publishing house
satellites with mass M~2*10 kg and active flight "Energoatomifdat", 1990, pp. 21-33.
time (10-15) years for keeping of satellites in th 13. Egorov V.V., Kim V., errenov A.A., Shkarbon I.I.
direction 12 North - South ( velocity increment Near-wall processes and their influence in
AV_50m/s, ). For this purpose the PS must give bperation of accelerators with closed drift of
the total thrust pulse ~1*10 Ns, that is quite electrons - from book: Ion injectors and plasma
realistic for the EPS with the SPT.Mass of such EPS accelerators. Moscow, Publishing House
will be less by 2-3 times, than mass of the Energoatomizdat, 1990, p.p. 56-68.
propulsion system on bass thermal thrusters 14. Shadov V.P., Porotnikov A.A., Rilov Yu.P.,Kim V.
with exhaust velocity (2-3)*10 m/s. Plasma Propulsion Systenm: Present State .nd

Owing to more high effectiveness the EPS with Development - 30th International Astronautical
the SPT will give the greater advantage in payload, Congress, Sept. 1979.
than, for example, electrical arc thrusters, 15. Grigorian V.G., Korovkin V.N., Latishev L.A.,
which are planned to use for transfer of heavy Obukhov V.A. Researches of ion thrusters in the
loads 7 from low-altitude orbits to high-altitude USSR. Paper No IEPC-91-081.
ones . 16. Lagasse I.,Costes A., Laprie I.C., Chirouse M.I.

Electrical thrusters in telecommunication satellite
Conclusion systems: Impact on the choice of a thruster- AIAA

Paper No 73-1097.
If above-mentioned possibilities of further 17. Caveny L.H. SDIO electric propulsion objectives

improvement of mass-power parameters of the EPS and and programs- AIAA Paper No 89-2491.
already made scientific and technical start for
development of more power thrusters are taken into
consideration,it will be made conclusion about real
expansion of practical use of such EPS in space
technology already in the nearest time.
Therefore the works on development and improvement
of the SPT series and EPS on their base will be
continued.
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